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A Lesson from Apple

WWDC 2000

Steve Jobs Keynote:

I OS X Release Version renamed OS X Public Beta

I $130 price will instead be $15 handling fee

I But, today you can draw for a free piece of shlocky software



Schlock

I Free thumb drive

I LocalTeX Preference Pane

I TeX Live (simple scheme)

I TeXShop 3.38 + changes document



MacTeX Design Philosophy

I MacTeX installs TeX Live, Ghostscript, and various GUI apps
without asking questions

I Everything is configured and ready to use

I TeX Live is a completely unmodified full version

I We would never reach into TeX Live and change something
for the Mac

I Cross platform rules; open source forever!



TeXShop Design Philosophy

I TeXShop is a Macintosh front end for TeX, written in Cocoa

I TeXShop is NOT cross platform.

I Your front end mitigates between you (with the conventions
of your operating system), and the TeX world (with its
conventions). Front ends should not be cross platform.



Example 1

TeX on OS X Mailing List Messages:

From: Warren Nagourney <wnagourney@comcast.net>

I am using TeXshop 2.47 on a retina MBP and have

noticed a slight tendency for the letters in the

preview window to be slightly slanted from time to time.

From: Giovanni Dore <giovanni.dore@unibo.it>

I think that this is not a problem of TeXShop. I

use Skim and sometimes I have the same problem.

From: Victor Ivrii <vivrii@gmail.com>

Try to check if the same distortion appears in

TeXWorks and Adobe Reader: TS and Skim are PDFKit

based, while TW is poppler based and AR has an

Adobe engine.



Following Ivrii’s Advice

I TeXShop and Skim exhibit the bug

I TeXWorks and Adobe Reader don’t

I The bug is caused by a bug in Apple’s PDFKit display code,
later fixed

I It looks like this is an argument for TeXWorks and Adobe
Reader, and against TeXShop and Skim

I But actually ...



Retina Display

The bug is a problem in Apple’s Retina Display support code, later
fixed by Apple. TeXShop and Skim support the Retina display.
TeXWorks and Adobe Reader don’t.



A Boast to my Student

I Koch: TeXShop supported the Retina display from the
beginning.

I Splonskowski: Yeah? And how many lines of code did that
take?

TeXShop, Skim, TeX Live Utility, BibDesk, and LaTeXiT are
written with Cocoa. So are several commercial front ends in the
Apple store. Cocoa programs automatically support the Retina
display. Programs written with Carbon, or Java, or open source
libraries, don’t.



Cocoa

I Inherited from NeXT

I The modern way to program the Mac, and the only way to
program the iPhone and iPad

I Led a precarious existence at Apple for many years; shunned
by Microsoft, Adobe, and a host of others

I After ten years, achieved a total victory over competing
technologies, all now deprecated (Carbon)

I Cocoa provides “base classes”; the programmer gives the code
substance by “subclassing the base classes”; Apple can modify
the base classes because they solved the “fragile base class
problem” in objective C during the transition to 64 bits.

I Apple added ARC, automatic reference counting, to
modernize memory management.

I Then Apple made obsolete all Macs which cannot use these
modern features



Example 2: Remember Window Position and Size When
Closing; Open Windows in the Same Positions When
Opening



Example 3: Automatic Saving in TeXShop



Example 3: Big Changes Made by Automatic Saving



Example 3: Implementing Automatic Saving

BOOL doAutoSave = [SUD boolForKey:AutoSaveEnabledKey];

+ (BOOL)autosavesInPlace

{

return doAutoSave;

}



Example 3: Uniform User Praise for Automatic Saving in
TeXShop



Example 4: Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) in 3.34
through 3.38

I In a Cocoa program, objects are created dynamically. When
the program is done with an object, it must reclaim its
memory. If this is done too conservatively, computer memory
becomes clogged and the program becomes sluggish. If it is
done too aggressively and objects still being used are thrown
away, the program will crash.

I Garbage collection is an automatic way to handle memory
management, but it proved inappropriate for the iPhone. So
Apple invented “automatic reference counting,” a method in
which the compiler automatically handles memory
management without intervention of the developer.

I The most important (but invisible) change in TeXShop in the
last six months has been the adoption of ARC. This was
begun in version 3.34, and is finished in version 3.38 which
was released to you today.
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